Mobile App
Features
EMPOWER YOUR MAGENTO MOBILE APP
WITH NEXT GENERATION FEATURES
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App Themes

Standard Theme
Standard Theme is a simple, functionality-focused homepage layout for your mobile
app. The theme is designed to work well with minimal configuration.

Features of the Standard Theme:
For users:
Simple and functional homepage experience with a clearly
defined layout
Horizontal sliders for banners, home categories, and
product lists
Products are displayed right on the homepage

For admin:
Ease of configuration
Banners can redirect users to product pages, categories,
CMS pages, or external URLs
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Zara Theme
Inspired by a fashion app of the same name, Zara Theme is designed specifically for
fashion industry, although it has been widely adopted by brands of other industries as
well.
With the whole homepage built on image blocks, Zara Theme allows brands to
showcase their beautiful products in the most visual way.

Features of the Zara Theme:
For users:
Visually engaging homepage experience
Ease of navigation

For admin:
Ease of configuration
Ability to bring visual elements to homepage
Image blocks can redirect users to product pages, categories,
product lists, CMS pages, or external URLs
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Matrix Theme
Matrix Theme provides the most flexible layout among the 3 themes. It is constructed of
horizontal rows, with each rows containing one or more blocks.
With a solid understanding of the theme’s structure and a bit of creativity, you can create
all kinds of different layouts for your app’s homepage.

Features of the Matrix Theme:
For users:
Visually appealing homepage
Clearly structured content

For store owners:
Flexibility in homepage layout configuration
Each row can be turned into an image block slider
Banner and image blocks can redirect users to product pages, categories,
product lists, CMS pages, or external URLs
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App Localization

App Localization feature pack includes support for multi-language, multi-currency and multistoreview. Users are just one click away from switching to their most familiar language or
currency.

Feature highlights:
Enable support for multiple languages (including right-to
-left languages)
an easier time of managing multiple languages
Dynamically updated currencies with dedicated currency
converter APIs
Automatically synchronize with your Magento settings
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App Promotion

Google Deep Link
Google Deep Link (or Firebase Dynamic Link) is a URL that takes users to a specific
location inside your app.
Deep links can route users to content even if the app is not installed when the link is
opened. The link will first redirect users to the App Store or Play Store to download the
app, and then take the user to the specific content immediately after first launch.
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Store Locator
Store Locator lists all of your physical stores along with their addresses, contact details
and opening hours information. It uses GPS from user’s device to point them to the
nearest stores, as long as the detailed directions to get there.
Customers can open store detail page to contact the store directly via phone calls or
email.
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Wish List
Wish List lets customers save their favourite products into a list which they can come
back and purchase later.
Customers can share a product in the wish list, or share the whole wish list to their
friends. You can configure the message that appears when sharing wish list.
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Instant Contact
Instant Contact allows customers to contact store owners with a click of a button.
Contact channels include phone call, SMS message, email, and website URL.

Available in either a grid view or a list view
Freely configurable, with options to change contact information and icon color
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App Coupon
App Coupon gives you the ability to create
coupon codes to apply for app-only,
website-only, or for both website and app.

Google App Indexing
App Indexing makes relevant content
of your app available to Google Search
engine. Combined with Google Deep
Link, you can direct more customers
to your app by making more relevant,
deep-linkable in-app content.
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Smart Banner
Smart Banner is a store-view based, non-sticky banner on top of your mobile website screen
that informs and drives users to install your mobile app. The banner consists of the app
logo, app name, developer/company name, a brief call-to-action text, and a button that
leads user directly to the app’s installation page on Apple App Store (if it’s iOS) and Google
Play Store (if it’s Android).
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Catalog Management

Product List View/Grid View
Allow customers to toggle the display type of products into either list view or grid view.
Admin can also configure the default view type when customers first visit the app.

Product grid view (left) and product list view (right)
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Product Filter
Product Filter helps customers filter products by multiple attributes.
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Product Sorting
Product Sorting allows customers to
re-arrange order of products in
product lists by various criteria,
including stock level, age, color,
name, SKU, and price.

Product Review
Add the ability for customers to write
reviews for any product in your catalog.
Upon submission, reviews are, by default,
on pending stage and await for
admin approval.
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Product Video
Product Video lets you add one or more videos to your product detail page, providing
customers with more information about the product and help them get to know the
product better.
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Product Label
Makes your products stand out and attract customers’ attention by adding special offers labels into
product images to appear on both product lists and product detail pages.

Features of Product Label:
Applicable per store view
9 positions for product label placements
Can be added to products in bulk
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QR/Barcode Scanner
QR/Barcode Scanner acts as an in-app camera that scans and recognizes QR codes &
barcodes which are registered in your Magento backend.
Upon scanning completion, customers will be redirected to the corresponding product
pages to continue their buying journey.
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Voice Search
Voice Search enables your products to be searchable by voice. The feature can be
accessed by tapping on the mic icon at the end of the search bar, and is capable of
understanding various accents.
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Image Search
Utilizing the latest machine learning algorithms to improve the in-app search
experience for your customers, Image Search recognizes images that are either
taken by the customer’s camera or imported from the phone’s picture gallery.
It then suggests keywords based on that image and customers can select the most
fit keyword to search for.
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Checkout Management

Address Autofill saves customers’ time and effort by automatically filling in the address
fields, including Street address, City, State/Province, Zip/Postal Code, and Country.
It does that by using the built-in GPS of customers’ devices to get location data from
Google Maps.
Customers can also tap any point on the map to get its location information.
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Checkout Information Management
Take full control of the checkout page with Checkout Information Management feature.
You are able to configure each and every fields in the checkout page to be optional or
required, or to hide any inputs of your choice.
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Contact Us

support@simicart.com
simicart_support
84-24-6651-7968 (GMT+7)
Vietnam: 204 De La Thanh, Dong Da,
Hanoi, 1000

